
Ensure CIPA compliance — without expensive appliances or complicated setup

Get the filtering features you need to make your job easier

Gain visibility and control over all devices regardless of location

“We chose Securly Filter to provide an appliance-less, scalable, and 
CIPA-compliant solution to protect our students. I’m not sure where we would be 
without Securly in our district. It has become part of our culture and provides us 

the additional support we need.”

Tom Walker, Director of Technology
Massac Unit School District #1

Make online safety 
simple with cloud-based 
web filtering

As a school, ensuring your students have access to the internet is a necessity. But making sure that 

access is being used safely and wisely is where things can get complicated.

Securly Filter is a cloud-based web filtering solution developed specifically for schools. With Securly 

Filter, you gain the flexibility and ease of use you need to keep your students safe and out of harm’s 

way, regardless of location or device. Plus, you’ll have your own industry-leading customer support 

team at the ready.

For many, web filtering is about CIPA compliance. But any filter will provide that. With Securly Filter, 

you can:
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Centralize on a single platform to simplify management

Securly has a suite of other products that work with Filter to help you do even more. Whether it’s 
student safety, engagement, or anything else, we have you covered. Integrations include:

Level up safety and wellness with AI-powered analysis of online activities, 
wellness monitoring, proactive interventions, and case management tools

Give parents/caregivers more control when devices go home and 
opportunities to get involved in their kids' learning

Benefits

Simplify deployment and maintenance

Support filtering on any device and operating system

Deploy 1:1 device programs with confidence

Manage student devices whether at school, home, or anywhere 

Get user-level reporting on iPads with no login required

Define custom policies to support off-network devices and BYOD

Scale without bandwidth or other limitations

Investigate flagged activities easily

Download, schedule, and email reports

Make security simple with cloud-based 
web filtering designed for schools
With easy setup, the highest-rated support, and unparalleled flexibility, Securly Filter 
streamlines and simplifies web filtering for busy school IT teams. Keep your students 
safe on all devices, whether at school, home, or anywhere in between.

Register for a demo now. Click Here or Scan the QR Code

https://www.securly.com/request-a-demo



